
AE60
Fully Automatic Grommet Setting Machine
Fully automatic feed (grommets and washers) electric/pneumatic machine with laser pointer, washer 
detector mechanism that prevents the machine from setting a grommet without a washer.

Feeds grommet and washer, cuts hole and makes setting in one cycle

Extremely fast cycle time – 75 grommets per minute

Grommet sizes up to #5 Stainless Steel and #6 Brass

Electronic washer detector and slide mechanism for perfect washer placement

Positioning device for consistent spacing of settings

Safe and easy to use

Laser pointer standard

Available on a table or trolley mount

arrow-down Table Mount arrow-down Trolley Mount

MP26
Manual Pneumatic Grommet 
Setting Machine
Heavy duty manually loaded pneumatic machine 
with unique frame design for setting at long 
distances from the edge of material. Suitable for a 
wide range of sizes including curtain eyelets, foot 
pedal operation.

Cuts hole and makes setting in one cycle

Unique frame design offers a wide range of setting 
positions

Grommet sizes up to #5 Stainless Steel and 40mm 
Curtain Grommets (more powerful machine for setting 
66mm available on request)

Easy tooling changes to suit multiple sizes with optional  
tool sets

Positioning device for consistent spacing of settings

Safe and easy to use

MP25
Manual Pneumatic Grommet 
Setting Machine
Heavy duty manually loaded pneumatic machine. 
Suitable for a wide range of sizes including curtain 
eyelets, foot pedal operation.

Cuts hole and make setting in one cycle

Grommet sizes up to #5 Stainless Steel and 40mm 
Curtain Grommets (more powerful machine for setting 
66mm available on request)

Easy tooling changes to suit multiple sizes with optional  
tool sets

Positioning device for consistent spacing of settings

Safe and easy to use

MP10-X
Portable Pneumatic Eyelet 
Setting Machine
Portable manually loaded pneumatic machine with 
hand trigger operation.

Foot pedal operation available on request

Cuts hole and make setting in one cycle

Grommet sizes up to #2 Stainless Steel

Easy tooling changes to suit multiple sizes with optional  
tool sets

Safe and easy to use
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